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The Volvo Group respectfully submits the following supplemental comments on the proposed rule, 
Greenhouse Gas Emission Standards and Fuel Efficiency Standards for Medium- and Heavy-Duty Engines 
and Vehicles,80 FR 40138 (July 13, 2015). 
 
The Volvo Group’s October 1, 2015 comments1 to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking included 
expression of our support for EPA’s intentions to regulate the glider vehicle industry.  Our comments 
reflected EPA’s analysis of the enormous impact glider vehicles have on the environment:  
 

“EPA’s own analysis as detailed in their recent glider Q&A document2 indicates that NOx and PM 
emissions from glider vehicles at current sales levels are equivalent to about 80 percent of the 
total NOx and PM emissions from the entire Class 8 sales fleet.” 

 
Moreover, assemblers of glider vehicles are clearly in violation of NHTSA safety requirements for new 
vehicles, as also expressed in our NPRM comments: 

 
“It appears, however, that they [glider vehicle assemblers] are not meeting all of these 
requirements, including full vehicle certification, safety defect reporting obligations, and 
reporting of vehicle VINs for purposes of potential safety recall obligations.  This practice is 
putting the safety of America’s roadways at risk and must be addressed.” 

 
The Volvo Group continues to offer full support for EPA’s and NHTSA’s efforts to reform the glider 
vehicle market.  The availability of these vehicles is creating an unlevel playing field for manufacturers of 
new vehicles designed and certified to be compliant to all current emissions, fuel efficiency, and safety 
regulations.  Manufacturers of fully compliant new vehicles have made huge investments to develop and 
certify their products to all current requirements, and incur tens of thousands of dollars in component 
costs on every vehicle built to ensure long term compliance.  Obviously, this puts these manufacturers’ 
compliant vehicles at a competitive disadvantage to less-expensive glider vehicles.  It’s not difficult to 
understand, therefore, why the glider vehicle market is expanding so rapidly.  In fact, at the time the 
Volvo Group submitted our NPRM comments, we grossly underestimated the size of the glider vehicle 
market.  The largest (according to Volvo’s understanding) assembler of glider vehicles reported in their 
comments to the NPRM that: 
 

“Gliders as a whole represent over 10,000 units annually.”3 
 
At the 2015 Mid-America Truck Show in Louisville, KY, company representatives at this glider 
assembler’s display reported that they alone were planning to assemble 5,000 units in 2015, with plans 
for facilities expansion to increase production to meet demand.  The company now operates at least one 
110,000 square-foot facility dedicated to manufacturing trucks from glider kits.     
  

                                                           
1  Reference, Volvo Group Comments 
2  Frequently Asked Questions about Heavy-Duty “Glider Vehicles” and “Glider Kits”, EPA-420-F-15-904, July 2015 
3  EPA-HQ-OAR-2014-0827-1964. 



 
Below are some marketing materials they published in a popular trade magazine4, clearly and accurately 
identifying the products they produce as new vehicles: 
 

  

                                                           
4
 OverDrive, Randall & Reilly, December 2015  





Also exhibiting glider vehicles at the 2015 Mid-America Truck Show was another glider assembler which 

has three midwest locations, and touts annual sales of 1,200 per year. 

A third such company also supplied the following brochure at the 2016 Mid America Truck Show, 

offering “Custom Built Gliders”… “in almost any configuration you can think of.”  They offer a wide array 

of engine and transmission options, and even offer a new Allison transmission in their customized glider 

vehicles. 



 

 



 



Also having a prominent display at the 2016 Mid-America Truck Show was yet another glider assembler 

whose brochure walks a prospective customer through the simple steps to order a custom glider vehicle 

with a choice of transmissions. 

 

 

These brochures are clear evidence of the practice of building new vehicles with refurbished engines, 

transmissions and rear axles, sometimes having one or two of those components offered new from the 

component manufacturer’s factory.  Clearly we are not witnessing here the legitimate use of a glider kit 

to recover a wrecked or otherwise worn out vehicle while recovering 2 of 3 driveline components from 

that vehicle, as required by 49 CFR §571.7 if the vehicle is to be legally declared as non-new.  One of the 

above mentioned glider vehicle assemblers made it very clear they were soliciting engines to be 

installed into glider vehicles as represented in this poster displayed at the 2016 Mid-America Truck 

Show: 



 



The Volvo Group appreciates the aggressive and necessary actions that EPA and NHTSA are taking to 

reform the glider vehicle industry.  It’s imperative that the environmental damage caused by these 

vehicles is greatly curtailed or eliminated, and the competitive playing field leveled, as soon as possible.  

We encourage the Agencies to maintain or advance the 2018 effective date to require engines 

compliant to current emissions standards.  We further encourage EPA to reduce or, at a minimum 

maintain, the 300 unit production cap in the final action by the Agencies. 


